NAINITAL-CORBETT-MUSSOORIE
DAY
1

PROGRAME
Today we are arriving at the “ Capital of India” – Delhi and find yourself
on your way through the picturesque willows encircling emerald
Himalaya ranges glistening with rising sun, bush green woods
overwhelmed with cool balmy breeze vibrant in every alive and vibrant in
every season. Yes, it’s Nainital the Queen of mountains, for holidaying.
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Nainital known for its idyllic beauty and serene setting is a 100 years old
hill station in a valley near The Naini lake – a blue green lake after which
the town takes its name. Enjoy yourself a boat ride skimming view of the
Naini lake and life in the city below through a rope way.
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Mountains silhouetted against the Sky, streams rippling through the
silence of forests and placid lakes with sail boats skimming across the
waters- all of this evoke the spirit of an unspoiled paradise on earth place
like me Bhimtal, Hanuman Gadhdhi add to the pristine glory of the era
gone by.
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Today we check in to Corbett. Whole Day Free for Leisure.Overnight at
Corbett.
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Today we check Out for Mussoorie.
Mussoorie, where the breeze passing through the whispering pines fills up
your soul while the clouds fill the empty space in the sky, the water
floating through the distant mountain fall adds to the mood viewing the
majestic Campty fall. The mesmerizing effect of this place for just lazying
around, and enjoying the ever charming moods of Mother Nature.
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The astounding beauty and inexplicable charm of the place is also a
gracious host to visitors of The Mall & The Zeal. (A bazaar in the centre of
the mountains paradise which has enthralled visitors within it’s timeless
culture architectural heritage.
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Our memorable holiday stay with the Queen of hills will stay in our hearts
for times to come as we are back on our way.

